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Universiiy of Florida 
Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
The central limit theory associated with universally optimal and bounded locally 
optimal clustering is presented. The derivation makes use of a Donsker-type 
theorem for the quantile process that is also proven. Procedures for assessing the 
numbers of groups represented in the data are also presented. c 1988 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A random sample of continuous measurements is drawn from a 
population. In order that distinct homogeneous subpopulations may be 
identified, a cluster analysis is performed on the data. In such an analysis, 
the optimal g-grouping of the data is found by partitioning the data so as 
to minimize a measure of the within-group dispersion for g = 2, . . . . G. 
In this paper a method is presented for assessing the number of groups 
reflected in the data. The need to address this problem has been pointed 
out by Everitt [6] and Marriott [lo]. Our method is based on the 
calculation of an asymptotic nonparametric confidence interval for the 
fractional reduction of within-group error due to (g + 1 )-grouping over 
g-grouping. Then, a plot of such fractional reduction confidence intervals 
versus g may be used in assessing the true number of groups in the 
population. The confidence interval theory has been developed for both 
universally optimal and bounded locally optimal groupings. It also allows 
any sufficiently smooth convex function of absolute error to be used for 
measuring within error so that cluster centroids are M-estimators as in 
Huber [S]. 
Another quite different method for estimating the number of groups has 
been proposed by Marriott [lo]. We comment on the difficulty in 
approximating the mass function of this method. All the above results 
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follow as a practical consequence of a Donsker-type theorem for the 
quantile process which is proved in Section 4. 
Central limit theory for universally optimal &-grouping has been 
considered by Hartigan [7] on the real line and by Pollard [ 131 for the 
multivariate trace criterion. They do not consider methods for assessing the 
number of groups except for an asymptotic hypothesis test for one group 
versus two provided by Hartigan [7]. 
2. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 
A random sample whose order statistics are X1 < . .. <X,, is drawn 
from continuous population distribution F with density f > 0 on 
(a, b) c (-co, co). A sample quantile function 4 is defined to be a linear 
interpolation of these order statistics which is piecewise linear between the 
order statistics at the points: 
tj((i-g/n)=X; i = 1, . . . . n 
$2) = x, O<t<(2n)-’ (2.1) 
4(f) = xn l-(2n))‘<t<l. 
This quantile function is the recommendation of Parzen [14] and David 
[5, pp. 77, 208) because of its good small sample performance in the 
estimation of q = F-‘. It also has the property that i; g(t) dr = n-’ C; Xi 
and for O<a</?<l, 
I 
B ifl - 1 
ij(t)dt=n-’ C X,+(2n)-’ 
Lx i=i,+l 
x ((1 +fJK31 + (1 +f&qq +fzBw+fpB(8)>~ (2.2) 
where i, = [na+ 1.51, i, = [$+0.5], f, =(i, -0.5)-nae(0, 11, and 
fs = nfi - (ia - 0.5) E [0, 11. The distribution function F may be estimated 
using 4-l = fi 
A distance function p is to be used which must satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(Al) p 2 0 is continuous with p(x) = p( -x) Vx and p(O) = 0. 
(A2) p’ is continuous except possibly for a step discontinuity at zero 
and p’(x)><0 iff x20. 
(A3) p” 20 is continuous except possibly at a finite number of 
step-discontinuities and either p”(x) > 0 over (0, E) for some E >O or 
p’(O+)>O>p’(O-). 
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Included in this general class of distance functions are p(x) =x2 (k-means 
clustering), p(x) = 1x1 (k-median clustering), and M-estimation criteria 
such as 
p(x) = f x2 1x16 t 
=t 1x1 -t2/2 I4 ’ t (2.3) 
used by Huber [8]. 
A partition of the data into g groups is formed by specifying the g - 1 
boundary points in R which we choose to represent as 4(/I,), . . . . d(p,- 1), 
where /? = (/I,, . . . . /?,-,)‘EB = {/I:O=&, <B, < ... <pg = l> identifies 
the partition by indicating the empirical probability division for the groups. 
The centroid of a cluster under partition /3 is now defined. Let 
i[n-‘(i-$),m]=p(X,-m) i = 1, . ..) n 
i(t, m)=p(X, -m) t6 (2n)-’ (2.4) 
=dX, -ml t>l-(2n)-’ 
and suppose i is piecewise linear (outside of p) in between these points for 
other values of t. Then the centroid of the ith group under partition /3 is 
the m minimizing 
&(m) = “’ i(t, m) dt 
P,-1 
(2.5) 
and is denoted as +@) = &Ii(p)). It will be understood that probability 
locations of values in R are denoted in a corresponding Greek Letter and 
empirical versions are indicated with “-‘I. Note that 
s 
1 
i(t,m)dt=c’ i p(X,-m) 
0 i=l 
so that hi is a “smoothed” M-estimator over empirical probability range 
[pi-,, ai]. Lemma 6.1 shows that Sri is in cluster i and is the unique 
critical value of (2.5). 
A universally optimal stratification fi, = (j?,, . . . . Bg- ,) is defined as any 
value of /?E B which minimizes the within error criterion 
(2.6) 
Critical points of (2.6) are locally optimal partitions. Lemma 6.2 shows that 
locally optimal partitions must satisfy 
2j(p^)=i(Bj)-i [+lj(fi)+rizi+l(B)]=O i= 1, ..,, g- 1, (2.7) 
and that 6, is necessarily a locally optimal partition in B. 
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Further assumptions on p and F are necessary to discuss population 
versions of the above: 
(A4) Suppose a A > 0 exists so that p(x) d KX’ Vx > 0 for some fixed 
constant K >O. If I, is the smallest such A then assume F has a finite 
&-moment. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under (Al)-(A4), 
R,(m)=j” p[q(t)-m] dt< cc Vm Vi 
8,-I 
aR,/am = -jp’ p’[q(t) - m] dt, 
P-1 
and mi(j?) is rhe unique minimum qf (2.8) and unique root of(2.9). 
Proof See Section 6. 1 
(A5i) The within-population error, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
J+‘,(b) = ,g, j,r-, pCq(r) -mi(P)l & (2.10) 
is assumed to have a unique minimum at 6’. By the argument of 
Lemma 6.2, /I’ is in B so that a sufficiently small E > 0 exists for which 
fi+~B,= /kB:flj-flj- 
B 
, > E}. Then a bounded locally optimal (blo) 
partition is defined as a /I E B, minimizing C $= , )2,( /?)I. This definition is 
necessary since, for fixed n, there is no guarantee that a root of (2.7) exists 
in B,. With limiting probability one (wlp l), however, there will be one. In 
dealing with the asymptotic theory for blo p^, the following stronger version 
of (A5i) is necessary: 
(ASii) Assume (2.10) admits a unique critical value Pt in B,. 
The remaining assumptions required are: 
(A6) For sufficiently small 6 > 0, 
s 6 I P”lIdt)-m,l dt and I ,~~d’Cd~)-m,l df (2.11) 0 
must be uniformly convergent (see Buck [2, Section 4.41) in 
neighborhoods of m, =m,(J?+) =ml and mg =m,(flt)=mi. The first 
integral in (2.11) is said to be uniformly convergent over m E A4 if 
lim a10 s ~fCdt)--ml df=l’ o K’Cdt)--ml df 
uniformly for m E M. 
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(A71 Let p’[q( .) -m] be squared integrable (r/t) for m = WI: and 
m = rni. 
Note that if F has a finite 2&-moment, then this is true by inequality 
(6.5). 
(AS) There exist neighborhoods of rn: and WI:, N, , and N,, say, such 
that 
s 
P: 1 
sup p”[q(t)-m]dt<oo and 
s sup P”[q(t) -m] dt < co, 0 HEN, f’; rn~N~ 
where q(pt)=m’. Note that (A8) implies (A6). 
(A9) If p’(O+)>O then it must also be assumed that f(q(t)) is 
differentiable for t E [c, d], where (0, 1) 3 [c, d] 1 [PI, ~81 and 
sup L <fGd If’Cd~)ll < 03, 
LEMMA 2.2. Under (Al )-(A4), 
?R,/8m’ = 2p’(O+ ) .f(m) + 1” @‘[q(t) - m] dt (2.12) 
IL I 
for clusters i = 2, . . . . g- 1, where the integral is over (p,- ,, F(m)) v 
(F(m), pi). Centroid mi(P) is also a differentiable function of /I defined 
implicitly as the root of (2.9). For (2.12) to holdfor clusters 1 and g, it must 
also be assumed that (2.11) is uniformly convergent for m, and mg in a 
neighborhood of m. If for given /I, (2.11) is uniformly convergent for 
neighborhoods oj- m,(B) and m,(P), then m,( .) and mR( .) are differentiable 
at p. 
Proof: See Section 6. Note that if p’ has a step discontinuity at zero, 
then p” has an infinite spike at zero and this value has been excluded from 
the range of integration in (2.12). 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume (Al)-(A6). Then-for i= 1, . . . . g- 1, 
O=Li(P+)=dB')-+ Cmi(B+)+mi+IV+)l. (2.13) 
Proof: W, is continuously differentiable near /?+ by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
The remainder of the lemma follows the argument of Lemma 6.2. 1 
3. CONSISTENCY OF ESTIMATORS 
Sufficient conditions for the consistency of BY are given in Pollard [ 123. 
The consistency of blo fi is shown below and the conditions of Pollard are 
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weakened slightly. We make use of the fact that sup, <I Gd Id(t) - q(t)1 -+‘O 
as n ---t x) for any [c, d] c (0, 1) as follows from Bickel [ 11. 
LEMMA 3.1. Under (Al)-(A4), I&‘&?) -+’ W,(p) as n -+ co VIE B. 
Proof The convergence fi@) -+’ m@) may be shown by noting that 
for fixed m, ~Ri(m)lam= -np’C:=, p’(Xj-m)llq(B,~,)~X,~y(B,): + 
O,(n ’ 1, which is a consistent estimator of dR,(m)/am, so consistency 
follows from Lemma 3 of Huber [8]. In order to show the consistency of 
I?,(ti,(/?)), the monotone convergence theorem is used to show that there 
exists a neighborhood of mi(P), N say, such that VE > 0 
I 
IL 
SUP P[q(t) - m] dt - Ri(mi(fl)) = A 1 - R,(m,) < c/2, 
i$ -~I m E N 
K(w(P)) - j:y, nlE N inf p[q(t) -m] dt = R,(m;) - A2 < 42. 
Since 
A, = I 
PC 
sup i(t,m)dtL A, 
pz-1 mcN 
and a, -+’ A, then wlp 1 &(fi#))~ [A*, A^,] c(Ri(mi)-E, R,(m,)+E) 
wlp 1. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Under (Al)-(A4), there exists a sufficiently small 6 > 0 such 
that if B,=(fieB: p,>6 and Pn.-,<1-6} then P(fi,,~B~}-+l as 
n+co. 
ProoJ The argument is similar to that of Pollard [12] and is therefore 
omitted. Details are in Butler [4]. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose (Alt(A4), (A6) hold. 
!“l! If (A5i) t_hen P ,^ 7’4’ 
Jgz($\p$ = MP), and w,(P) 
so that estimators based on [, such as 
converge to bj = q(#), rn: = mi(flt), and 
R g . 
(b) Assuming (ASii), then comparable consistency properties hold for 
estimators based on blo p .^ 
Proof: (a) Lemma 3.2 allows attention to be restricted to 8, E Ba, the 
closure of Bd. Strong use is made of the compactness of i?, and the uniform 
consistency of 4. Let Nt be a neighborhood of /3+ in B6 for sufticiently small 
6. For any j E B,\Nt let N, be a neighborhood of p for which 6, = 
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ink t “,( W,(LY) - q > 0. Now @‘Jcc)/&, = i[a,, +,(a)] - ?(a,, rSz,+ ,(a)] so 
that for fixed & sup,.,, IlVW,(cc)l/ ’ is bounded wlp 1. Therefore a 
neighborhood M, c N, of p exists for which 
(3.1 ) 
By the compactness of B8\Nt, UBGB,,N+ vD = /J!!, I%!,, for some {pit. 
Now suppose /I, $ Nt and, for example, p, E M,. By (3.1) then wlp 1 
TgtBu)> R,q(Pi)-dfi, +’ 
&(P’) +p 
lf’Jpi) - 6, > W;r. However, since @&flU) < 
w’,, then, { W,(fl,) > WR} has limiting probability zero. 
Therefore, so does (/? E MB,}. 
The consistency of 6, follows from the consistency of Bi and the uniform 
consistency of 4. The consistency of (tii} follows from (2.7) if it can be 
shown that ti,(@)-+Pm:. Since m,(B) -+‘rrrT, it suffices to show 
ti,(fl)-m,(j) -+‘O. Now let N,, be a neighborhood of {m, (/?): fl E I36 > 
and N, a neighborhood of /I:. Then the preliminary result 
B sup sup 
Is 
{i’(t, m)-p’[q(r)-m] dt -5 0 (3.2) 
WE N”,, /Is N, 1) 
follows by considering the integral separately over (0, y), (y, I), (2, d), and 
(2, p), where ?: = min {p(m), F(m)}, J? is the maximum, and y is sufliciently 
close to zero. The weak law renders the portion (0, y) negligible wlp 1 for 
sufficiently small y. The portions (y, 1) and (J,fi) vanish wlp 1 by the 
uniform continuity of p’ over compact subsets of (- co, 0] and [0, co) and 
the uniform convergence of 4 to q. The portion (x,2) vanishes wlp 1 since 
SUP meN,,,, f&)-W)) -“O, where N,,, =N,,. 
Since ti(.) is increasing then wlp 1 &r(j?)atir(6) -+Pm,(G)~ N,,. 
Therefore it is possible to use (3.2) with m =&r(/?) and /?=l to show 
From the monotonicity of JOB p’[q(t) -ml dt in m, then Vq > 0, 
IthI - ml($)1 < q iff 1: p’[q(t) - h1(fi)] dc 6 Ii?, where A = 
max Jb p’iIq(f)-- m,(i$ +_ ~3 dt +’ M > 0. This clearly holds by (3.3) so the 
consistency follows. 1 
The consistency of C,(B) for Cl = C,(B’) under assumptions (Al )-(A6) 
now follows from the consistency of {tii(fl)> and the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
(b) The proof here is the same as (a) but based on minimizing 
Z [Ei( .)I instead of @,( .), 1 
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4. CENTRAL LIMIT THEORY 
Large sample theory is studied in terms of the quantile process Q”(f) = 
J;; LB(t) - 4(t)l7 0 < t d 1. For any given [c, d] c (0, l), it is convenient to 
construct a probability space rich enough to support a Brownian bridge 
(B(t): 0 < t 6 1 } and an equivalently distributed version of Qn (also 
denoted as Q,) for which 
SUP IQ,(t)-B(t) q'(t)++ 0 
l<rGd 
(4.1) 
as n + co. Weak convergence of Q, on [c, d] follows from the argument in 
Bickel [1] and the probability space construction and stronger con- 
vergence as in (4.1) is given in the result 3.1.1 of Skorokhod [15]. We will 
work with statistics in the newly created probability space and show con- 
vergence in probability to various limits, so that necessarily convergence in 
distribution applies to the corresponding versions in the data probability 
space. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (U,,, ’ be a sequence of random variables. Let ( V,,,} be 
another double sequence of random variables such that 
6) V n. P -+pV~foreachpasn-+oo, 
(ii) V, -+p Vasp+co, 
(iii) lim supP lim sup, P( ) U, - V,, p ) > E} = 0, V’E > 0. Then U, +’ V. 
Proof: The argument is the same as that of Lemma 4.1 in Bickel 
IIll. I 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose m is either rn: or rn: and (A7) holds. If CI is suf- 
ficient& small so that q(cr) <m < q(l -a) then 
&J” {i’(t,m)-@[q(t)-ml) dt 
I 
P s 
6 
B(t) $‘[q(t) - ml q’(t) dt, 
Y 
asn-*coforeither(y,6)=(0,a)or(I-cr,l). 
(4.2) 
Proof: Use Lemma 4.1 with the left (right) side of (4.2) as U,,(V). 
Suppose 
V,= zB(t)p”[q(t)-m]q’(t)dt, s b 
683/24/1-l 
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where i, JO as p --f co. Proof of the convergence in (iii) is the same as the 
argument of Bickel Cl, (4.26)-(4.30)) For the convergence in (ii) it may be 
noted that if y = 0 and 6 = 1 in (4.2) and F(m) is removed from the range of 
integration (p” is the Dirac function there), then I/ has the same variance 
as p’(X-m) where X-F. The variance of V is therefore assured to be 
finite by (A7). Convergence in (ii) now follows from Chebyshev’s 
inequality. Suppose now by choosing p 2 p0 we are able to control the 
error probabilities in both (iii) and (ii). Then control of the error 
probability in (i) follows from (4.1) by taking [c, d] = EC,,,, cr]. 1 
Assuming (Al)-(A9), the asymptotic distributions related to fi, 6 = 
(6,, . . . . 6,_ ,)‘, and & =&(fi) = (kI(b), . . . . +z,(@))’ are derived below in a 
sequence of lemmas, where /? refers to either p^,, or blo j?. 
LEMMA 4.3. & (H + o,(l))@ - /It) = -fi [e(b) - L(b)], where 
L(l)= (L,(b), . . . . -E,- I(b))‘, L(b) = (L,(b), . . . . L,- f(b))‘, and H= (h(j) is a 
(g - 1) x (g - 1) tridiagonal matrix with h, = 0 whenever 1 i - jl z 2, 
h+ , = -f 8m,/agtp , = -t ii-~ ‘p’(mt - 6:~~ I ), i# 1, 
hii = q’(p;) - 4 a(mi + m, + ,)/apt 
=q’(/l!)- + (3;’ + ii,‘,) p’(bj -mt) 
(4.3) 
hi,,+ 1 = - f ami + ,/a@+ , = - $ ii,:‘, p’(bj+ , - mf+ , ), ifg-1, 
and #, = a2Ri/amZ I,,, = m;,B=Bt as given in (2.12). 
ProoJ 0 = & [z(b)- L@)] = & [L(b) + L(J)- L(/?+)] and 
,,& [L(B) - L(b+)] = & (H+ o,,( l))(p-- p’) by a first order Taylor 
approximation. 1 
This lemma demonstrates the need to consider 
4 LLit8) - Li(B)1 = QnClii) 
- f & Chi(B) - w(8) +~i+l(b)-mi+1(8)1. (4.4) 
The convergence Q,(ji) dp B(PJ) q’(/?t) follows from (4.1) and Lemma 3.3 
and the remainder of (4.4) behaves as follows. 
LEMMA 4.4. For i= 1, . . . . g, 
& [h,(fl) - mi(@)] P ii;‘Z,, 
where Zi = J$ B(t)p”[q(t)-mf]q’(t)dt+2p’(O+)B(pJ) and F(mT)=pT 
is excluded frb& the range of integration. 
Proof: See Section 6. 1 
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THEOREM 4.1. Gbjecf fo (Alt(A9), 
J;; H&p+)& N,- ,0x v 
as n + 00 with H given in (4.3) and V as the covariance of 4 JR-‘Z- DB, 
\\shere R, Z, D, and B are diagonal matrices in {iii}, {Zi>, {q’#)}, and 
{B(pI)} and J= (j,,) is (g- 1)x g with zero entries except for 
j,, = 1 = j,,, + 1 for all k. 
COROLLARY 4.1. As n+ 00, 
~(6-b+)=D[B+~(B-P+)]+0 (1) P ’ (4.5) 
so (4.5) has a N,-l(O, U) asymptotic law when H is invertible, with U as the 
covariance of (I- DH-‘) DB + 4 DH-* JR-‘Z. 
Proof ,,&(8;-bt)=&(S,+_q(/?,)-b/) = Q,(fli)+q’(Pt)&(/?i-/?t) 
+0,(l) = q’(aj)CB(Bf)+~(Iji-Pf)l+o,(l). I 
COROLLARY 4.2. As n-,og, 
fi(rh-mt)=R-‘[Z+\l;lK(~-/It)]+o (1) P ’ (4.6) 
where K= (k,) is g x (g - 1) with zero entries except for kii = p’[bt - mt] 
for i = 1, . . . . g - 1, and ki,i- L = p’[mi - bj- 1] for i = 2, . . . . g. Therefore if H 
is invertible then (4.6) has a N,(O, T) asymptotic law with T the covariance 
of (I+ $ KH-‘J) R-‘Z- R-‘KH-’ DB. 
Proof. & [fi@) * mi(fl) - m#+)] = ii; ‘Zi + & { f3m,/aPf- ,(/Ii- L - 
/I- 1) + 8mi/ap!(/?i -fit)} + oP( 1) by Lemma 4.4 and the mean value 
theorem. Use (2.9) and (2.12) to compute the derivatives. 1 
These asymptotic distributions have been implied in Hartigan [7] and 
derived in Butler [3] for p(x) = x2 and (xl, respectively. Illustrative 
examples and further specifics of these results may be found there. 
The next result gives the asymptotic efficiency of fit(j) relative to &(jF). 
This represents the price which must be paid, in terms of increased sample 
size, in the estimation of m+ when /It is not known. 
THEOREM 4.2. Subject to (Al)-(A9), 
& [ti(/?+)-mtJ = R-‘Z+oJl) 
as n --, 00 so that the asymptotic efficiency of tit(b) relative to fi(P+) is 
ITI/li”(, where T is the covariance of R-‘Z. 
Proof. See Section 6. 1 
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EXAMPLE. Suppose g = 2 and f(x) = $ d(x) + t 4(.x - l), where 4 is the 
standard normal density. If p(x) =x2 then fl’=OS and bt =O.S with 
RN: = -0.3956 and ml = 1.3956. Then H = 1.050 and V = 0.7226 so that the 
asymptotic variance of p^ is H-2 V= 0.6554. The asymptotic variance of 6 is 
U= 3.280 and 6 = (ti,, &)’ has asymptotic covariance 
The asymptotic covariance of fi(Pt) is 
so that 2 is 38.0% efficient relative to fi(b’). Individually each Ai is 45.5% 
efficient relative to fii(/P). 
5. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
The fractional reduction of within-group error due to (g + 1 )-clustering 
over g-clustering is 
@g = 1 - f@g+,<p”,+ A/Q&), (5.1) 
where j?, is a blo or universally optimal g-clustering. The central limit 
theory for (5.1) may be used as a basis for plotting confidence intervals for 
9; = 1 - WJ+ ,/q versus g. 
THEOREM 5.1. SU~POSP (Al )-( A9) with (A5)-(A9) holding for the best 
g= 2, . . . . G clusterings. Let F have a finite 21,-moment. If 
& = ($, . ..) @& 1)' and 8) = (91, . . 9 9;- 1)’ 
then 
Jz(~-s)~N,~,(O,.z) 
as n -+ GO, where 2 and its nonparametric estimator are described below. 
Proof: In Section 6, it is shown that 
&ogP,- q1A YR = ;c, [$ B(t) p’Cq(t) - $1 q’(t) dt (5.2) / 1 
as n -+ 00 for g= 1, . . . . G. Then, after transforming, 
J;;@-qL -wy cy,,, -(l---q) Y,l 
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so L’= W-‘EYE’W-‘, where W=diagonal(q ,..., Wtc-,), E=(e,) is 
(G- 1) x G with nonzero entries eii = 1 - FGf and e,,,+ I = 1, and Y= 
Cov( Y1, . ..) Y,). 1 
Matrix Z and its estimator 2 are now described. Estimator 2 does not 
require density estimation and a central limit law holds for & (2 -2). 
Let 2 = W-‘.@i? W-l, where W and .l? are the obvious sample analogs. 
Evaluation of Y and P requires the computation of variances and 
covariances of weighted integrals of B( .) as in (5.2). The computation of 
Cov( Y,, Y,, ,) is facilitated by writing Y, and Y,, 1 as sums of integrals 
over the refined partition formed by pooling partitions fll and pi+, . 
Having done so only three variance/covariance formulae are required. 
If Y;(m) = i: B(t) @[q(t) - m] q’(r) dt then Var{ Y!(m)}, Cov{ Yf(m,), 
YT(m,)}, and Cov( Yt(m,), Y$m,)} are the possibilities where 0 < y < 6 < 
[<q < 1. A generalization of expression (4.21) of Bickel [l] allows the 
computation Var( Y;(m)} = Var Q(T), where T m Unif(0, 1) and 
1 
PCdY)--ml if thy 
Q(t) = ddt) -ml if y<t<6 (5.3) 
PCdd) -ml if tZ6; 
Cov{ qw ), yp%,> 
= 
i 
~yCq(~)-m,l-:;pCq(r)-m,l-~hPCq(t)-~~ld~ i 
x (1-i)PC4(1)-mzl-(1-r)PC4(1)-m,l i 
+ I f dIds)-4 ds I 9 
(5.4) 
where if y = 0 or q = 1 then 0 . co = 0. Finally, 
Cov(Ypd, Y~(m*)}=A(m,,mz)+A(m,,m,), (5.5) 
where 
A(m,,m,)=y F(x)Cl-I;(x)lp(x-m,)p’(x-m,)dx Y(Y) 
-YPCdY)--*I (l-~)p[q(~)-m,l-(l-Y)pCq(Y)-m,l 
i 
+ I ’ PCcdt)--m,l dt V 
- I:Il:‘[l-Rx)lp’(x--m,)~~~~‘~(4.-m*)dF(y)dx. 
Empirical versions of the right sides of (5.3)-(5.5) may be produced by 
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replacing p[q(t) -m] with i(t, m), p’[q(t) -m] with i’( t, m), and F with p. 
Nowhere is f required to be estimated, however numerical integration is 
required to estimate (5.5). To estimate Cov( Y,, Y, + 1 ), formulae (5.3)-( 5.5) 
are used based on the refinement of partitions Bg and /?‘R + 1. 
Plots of confidence intervals for 9g versus g for P(X) = 1x1 are shown in 
Butler 1133. 
An estimator g of the number of groups represented in the data has been 
suggested by Marriott [lo]. He chooses 2 as the g minimizing 
In F#‘Jp^,) + 2 In g = b over g E (1, . . . . G}. If gt locates the minimum of lg = 
lnq+2lngtheng -+’ g’ by Lemma 3.3. An approximation to the mass 
function of 2 is given by the convergence in (5.2). For example, set G = 3, 
Y= (Y,, Y,, Y,)‘, i= (i,&, i,), etc., so that $z (i-l) +p W-‘Y by (5.2). 
Then P(g=l)=P{I^ , <li,i=2,3)2:SSA.MVN2(x;0,Q)dx, where A,= 
(,/% (I, -I,), co) x (& (It -I,), co) and Sz is related to W-‘YW-‘. Such 
a large deviation approximation, however, cannot be expected to perform 
well due to the fast (0(,/k)) divergence rate of A, (see Nagaev [ 11-J). 
6. DETAILS OF PROOFS 
LEMMA 6.1. &, is in cluster i and is the unique critical value of (2.5). 
Proof Differentiation under the integral sign is justified by noting that 
the integral is a sum as in (2.2) which may be differentiated and 
reexpressed as 
8ri,(m)/dm = - I:‘~, i’( I, m) dt, (6.1) 
where i’ is defined as in (2.4) with p’ replacing p. Expression (6.1) is non- 
decreasing, continuous, and changes sign between g(pi- i) and d(pi) so a 
root exists in the cluster. If m, is a root then 8ff,/a(m, -E) < &j&n, < 
a&/a(m, + E) VE > 0 because of the local behavior of p’ at 0 in (A3). This 
shows uniqueness. 1 
LEMMA 6.2. Locally optimal partitions satisfy (2.7). 
Proof. Simply differentiate. That fi E B follows from the fact that when 
g=2 then al8’Jap,l,,=, < 0 < al@J@?, Ipl = I so that the within error of a 
cluster may always be reduced by forming two clusters. 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The convergence of (2.8) follows from (A4) by 
noting that 
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When Ri is a proper integral as in i = 2, . . . . g - 1, the derivative operation 
may be passed through the integral by applying the argument of 
Theorem 10 in Buck [2, Section 3.21 in conjunction with (Al) and (A2). 
For cluster 1 (and g) R, (R,) is an improper integral. Using the definition 
of a derivative yields 
SR,ji?m=G’(m)-Jo’ p’[q(t)-m] dt, 
F(m) 
G(s)=/“nr)plq(t)-s] dt. 
0 
Expression (6.2) takes the form of (2.9) if it can be shown 
-So F(m) p’[q(t)-s] dt for SE [m, m +E], E>O. Such a result 
Theorem 29 of Buck [2, Section 4.41 under (Al), (A2), 
additionally 
s 
f.(m) 
- dCq(t) - sl dt 
0 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
that G’(s) = 
follows from 
and (A4) if 
(6.4) 
is uniformly convergent for SE [m, m + E]. To show this note for 
s E [m, m + E] and t near zero, that 
IdCdt)-sll6 b’[dt)-m-&II 
<h-’ \p[q(t)-m-E--h]--p[q(t)-m--c]\ (6.5) 
for h > 0, by the monotonicity of p’ and convexity of p, respectively. Since 
the integral of (6.5) converges then (6.4) is uniformly convergent and (2.9) 
holds for cluster 1 (and g). 
Note that aR,/am is nondecreasing and continuous because of the 
uniform convergence in (6.4) (see Theorem 27, Section 4.4 of Buck [2] ). 
Expression (2.9) must therefore have a unique root as a result of the local 
behavior of p’ (near 0). m 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Write aR,/am = -A(m)- B(m), where A(m) = 
ji:r,) @[q(t) - m] dt and B(m) = jstm, p’[q(t) -m] dt when /?-, < 
F(m) <pi. Then 
dA(m)/am=li~h-l([A(m+h)-C(m,h)]+[C(m,h)-A(m)]}, 
where C(m, h) = ji!_M p’[q(t) - m-h] dt. Taking the limits of the two 
addends yields 
aA(m)/am= f(m)p’(O-)+H’(m+), 
H(s)=jDFl”ip’Cq(t)-s] dt, 
t I 
(6.6) 
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where the integral is over (pip,, F(m)). The derivative of H may be passed 
through the integral when H is a proper integral (i= 2, . . . . g) by the 
argument of Theorem 10 in Buck [2, Section 3.2). For cluster 1, (6.6) is 
improper and Theorem 29 of Buck [2, Section 4.4) is applicable in proving 
that the interchange holds over [m, m + E] provided 
is uniformly integrable over SE [m, m + E]. This follows from the 
assumptions concerning (2.11). A comparable argument may be used to 
show that 
~B(m)/~m=.f(m)p’(O~)-~P’ p”[q(t)-m] dt 
Flrnl 
so that (2.12) holds. 
To show that the mapping /? -+ {m@): i= 1, . . . . k) is a differentiable 
transformation, use the implicit function theorem. Note that assumption 
(A3) ensures that 8*W,/8m2 > 0 Vi so this theorem is applicable. a 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let 4i(/?, m)= I$$_, i’(t, m) dt and @J/I, m) = 
Jf-, P’[dt)-ml dt. Th en I;l;(/?) and mi(/?) are roots of &@, .) and @,(j, .) 
so that 
0 = & [$iCli, h;(B)) - @d/X mi(BI)l. 
Now add and subtract &,(/?, mi(pt)) and @;(b, nzi(/?‘)). We consider the 
successively paired differences separately in the next three lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. For i= 1, . . . . g, 
J [ditB3 tiiCB))-di(B, mi(B+))l 
=Ji (-ii, + Op(l))[ti;(lj)-mi(~+)] + Op(l). (6.7) 
Proof: The case i= 1 is considered with the other clusters requiring 
similar and sometimes simpler arguments. The left side of (6.7) is 
CJfBll 
n -“* c (p’(X,-rh,)- p’(X, -ml)} + O,(n-‘I*). (6.8) 
I= I 
If D = (j: X, is between 2, and ml} = {j, < j< jzl then the mean value 
theorem may be applied to the terms j# D in (6.8) yielding 
(6.9) 
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where fij is between til and rni Vj. For the terms jE D, p’ may be expanded 
using a first-order Taylor approximation about O+ or O--, depending on 
the sign of the argument. This yields 
j2- 1 
), - 112 c PP’(0+)+~,uH 
j=it+l 
= 2p’(O+) JG [P(m:) - F(fi,)] + op( 1). (6.10) 
First consider (6.9). If N, is as given in (A8) then { $1, E N, Vj} has lp 1. 
Then wlp 1 
cna1 [fib1 
iv’ c 4v,-$),<n-’ 1 sup /I”(+,?I) 
/=1 ,=, MEN, 
=C i SuPp”(Xj-m)Z:,;.,,,,: +OJl) (6.11) 
-5 s 
ii 
sup p”[q( t) - m] dt (6.12) 
0 m 
by the weak law and (A8). Expression (6.12) [(6.11)] may be made 
arbitrarily small [wlp 1 ] by choosing 6 > 0 small. Since p” is piecewise 
uniformly continuous over neighborhoods containing [q(6) - m:, 0) and 
likewise for (0, q(/?i)] and 
then 
where p! is not in the range of integration. For sufficiently small 6 this is 
arbitrarily close to jgl p“[q( t) - m:] dt, which is the probability limit of the 
coeflicient in (6.9). 
Consider (6.10). Add and subtract &F(m:) and &F(ti,) so that 
(6.10) is essentially 
W(O+){F,(ml)+& CF(m:)-F(riz,)l-F,(~,)), (6.13) 
where F,,(x) = & [p(x) - F(x)]. The relationship between F,, and Q, has 
been considered by Kiefer [9] who shows under assumption (A9) that 
sup IQ,(t) + FiJq(t)) q’(t)1 --% 0 (6.14) 
C~l~J 
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for [c, d] 2 [cc:, ~j]. Therefore F,(ml) - F,(R, ) -+’ 0 follows from (4.1 ) so 
that (6.13) is 
2p’(o+){f(mt)+o,(l))(nz:-r~,) 
and (6.7) holds. 1 
LEMMA 6.2. For i = 1, . . . . g, 
$2 [&/T, nz;) - @qj?, m:)] = zj + 0 (1) P . (6.15) 
Proof for i = 1. Let fi = min(j/n: X, > ml}. Then the integration in 
(6.15) is evaluated over (0, I), [I, A], and (A, fl,] separately, where I= 
min{p(:, jI} and ;i is the larger. The convergence of the integral over (0,x) 
to j$ B(t) p”[q(t)-m:] q’(t)dt follows from (4.2), (4.1) and the con- 
sistency of 1 for PT. A similar argument applies to the integral over (2, fl,). 
The integral over (x,2) may be written as 
H-l/2 
‘~~-‘p(X,-mu)-~j~p’[q(l)-m:ldl+o,(l). (6.16) 
j = [d J 
Now expand ,u’ about O+ or O- depending on the sign of the argument so 
that (6.16) is 
by (6.14). 1 
LEMMA 6.3. For i = 1, .,., g, 
J;; C@i(B, mi(P+))l - @iCb3 miCB))I 
=~~ii;+Op~l~~cm;~B~-mi~B+~l+Op~~~. 
ProoJ Analogous to that of Lemma 6.2. 1 
The addition of (6.7), (6.15), and (6.17) yields Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. 
(6.17) 
0 = Ji p&p+, ri$(/!?+)) &- dQ?+, mJ) - aq/?+, mJ)] 
=& (-iii +Op(l)}[tij(@+)-~~] +Zi +Op(l) 
by results analogous to Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. 
=J;; f Cfi(tii)-ri(mi(lS))l + (vwg(flt)+Op(l)) J;;(/i-fl+h 
i=l 
(6.18) 
where fj(m)=sk-I r^(t, m)dt and r,(rn)=ff-, p[q(t)-m] dt. The second 
term of (6.18) is o,(l) by Lemma 2.3. The evaluation of the first term 
proceeds by adding and substracting xi fi(mf) and xi ri(ml) and 
evaluating successively grouped summations. Now & [fi(rizi) - ri(mf )] 
=+ & (-kw+) + oP(l))(ljli - mf) + oP(l), Jr; [fi(mJ) - ri(mi)] = 
j$_ B(r) p’Cdt)-mtld f+OJl), &(T,(mt)--T,(mi(B))I = &C--li&?‘) 
+’ i,( l))(m! - m#)) + oP( 1) by the arguments used in Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 
and the mean value theorem, respectively. Since &/It) = 0, the theorem 
follows by adding these equalities. Note that the assumption of a 
21,-moment for F assures that p2(q( .) - m is integrable so that the right ) 
side of (5.2) has a finite variance. 1 
APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENT FOR LEMMA 3.2 
LEMMA 3.2. 
that if j, = (fl 
Under (Al)-(A4), there exists an 6 > 0 sufficiently small so 
, ,..., ~R--l)thenP(B,~6,~~,_,d1-6}~1a.~njco. 
Proof The proof is inductive and based on the fact that if either p^, is 
too small or fl,- r is too large, then @Jfl) is near I+‘,- r = 
mina W,_,(e) w!p 1. !ince wt , > Wg= W&j?+) for some fit then this 
contradicts W&/Y?) < W&3+) -“-b’$ 
For g=2, suppose (fi < 6j holds with 6 small enough that 
K ji [2q(t)]‘” dt < J+? - Wt,. Then 
kt’2(p^, = i,” i[t, &(fl)] dt + ,,’ i[t, ti,($)] dt 
> 
I 
1 
i(t,riz,)dt>inf 
6 I 
1 
F( t, m) dt 
fn 6 
P inf 
s 
1 
’ p[q(t)-m] dt= s ddt) - ml dt m 6 6 
by Lemma 3.1. Now 
I 
6 
0 
p[q(t) - maI dt < K ,d [2q(t)l”” dt I 
<V-W, 
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so that 
I 
1 
PCq(f)-%l dt> s s 3 dq(t)-m,] dt-CT- @, 
Therefore if {p^ < S} holds then J@&) > w7; wlp 1 which, by previous 
remarks, cannot be so that P{fl< S} -+ 0. A similar argument shows 
P{ /? > 1 - S ) -+ 0 for sut?iciently small 6 > 0. 
The remainder of the inductive argument is illustrated by showing the 
case g = 3. Consider (8, <S> for 6 sufhciently small. If this event holds 
then 
f+‘,(/?)=[” P(t,rit,)dt+~~~i(t,rh,)dt+~~*i(t,~,)di 
0 
> j” r^(t, ti2) dt + c; i(t, r&) dt 
6 
2 i;f @#I) = FM), (A.11 
where 
%(P) = ja’ :Ct, M6, PII dt + j; r^[t, M/9] dt 
and &(b, 8) is the M-estimator over probability range (6, B). Now an 
interval [q, 81 c (6, 1) can be found such that fly [q, 191 wlp 1 by the g= 2 
results. Now suppose N,, is a neighborhood of {~,(a, /I): j E [q, 6) } and 
sup sup 
rlG8<0t?ltN,2 I j 
: {?(t, m)-p[q(t)-m]} dt/ 2 0. 
(Justification of this appears following (3.2).) Then 
jd’ ;Ct, M6, B,l dt = j; pCq(t) -*AS, B,l dt + o,(l) 
Now let y be sufficiently large so that y > 8 and 
5 >; ddt)--m,(v)1 dt<(W- WY2. (A.3) 
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Then if N,,,, is a neighborhood of {m,(b): /I E [q, 01) and 
sup sup 
P meNft?j 
(again justified after (3.2)) then 
1; i[t, ti@)] dt =I; /‘[q(t)-ti,(lj)] dt + o,(l) 
> 5 ; PEdt) +&)I dt + q,(l). (A.4) 
Therefore from (A.l), (A.2) and (A.4), 
+ ypCd+~~(8)1 dt +q,U) s P I 
P 
k inf 
ii 
PCqtt) - ~(6, P)l dt 
B 0 
+ j-’ PCdt) - mAP)l dt 
P 1 
- sup 
ii 
8 
ddt) - 46 B)l dt 
B 0 
+ j-l PCdt)- 
i’ 
(A.51 
Now if 6 c q is chosen small enough so that 
s O6~C~(1)--m2(6,e)ldr<(rr/l-~)/2, (‘4.6) 
then (A.3), (A.5), and (A.6) yield p,(B)> W’J + o,(l) so that by (A.i), 
f&&?) zz= v + oP( 1) which cannot be so. Therefore P(fl, -C S} + 0 as 
n + co. A similar argument holds for showing P{/?* > 1 - 6) + 0 for 
sufficiently small 6 > 0. 1 
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